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KEY MEN TO FIGHT
TO A FINISH WITH
TELEGRAPH CO.
Adopt Resolution Asking Order of Railway Telegraphers to Amalgamate With
Them—Elect Officers aud
Adjourn Sine Die
FUTURE OF

UNION

AT STAKE

PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 26, 1907

Is It Progress or Plunder?
Were you asked to mention the best governed Municipalities
in the country, where would you turn?
Would it be to New York? Would it be to Cincinnati? Would
it be to Louisville? Would it be to Memphis?
Scarcely.
You would first think of Cleveland, under Mayor Tom Johnson;
Toledo, not yet from under the spell of "Golden Rule" Jones; Milwaukee, where Mayor Herman Becker presides.
Oddly, too, each of these cities is administered by a man ot
affairs; not a politician, in the sense that he makes his living by
office holding. Tom Johnson is a multi-millionaire—made it in
traction lines. "Golden Rule" Jones patented a sucker-rod for
pumps, and got rich manufacturing them. Young Becker, inherited
millions and found he had a mission to perform, not decesearily associated with the doling out of charity.
Why was it that three men of this kind proved suctessful as
executives of cities, while politicians, without exception, have succeeded only in making municipal government in America a reproach,
and a menace to the safety of the state and nation?
First let us look at the city and then the men.
A city government comes closer home to the people, than a state
or national government. The chief function of a city government Is
the collection and expenditure of revenue in tangible improvements.
and the protection of the lives and property of its ('itizens. People
in cities are so crowded and hampered that they are interdependenti
for their comfort, convenience and very existence, and require an
efficiency in their local government, not dreamed of in the loose
character of the state organization. There is always before the executive of a city that same relation of income to expenditure, and
revenue to improvement, that one finds in private affairs. The same
exacting fidelity to detail, efficiency of organization, judgment and
experience are demanded that are called out by big business enterprises.

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 26.—The
telegraphers' convention adopted
resolution last night asking the Order
of Railway Telegraphers to call al
special meeting to vote on amaigama-1
Lion with the Commercial Teleg-1
talkers' International union. This
throws the matter into the hands of;
the railroad operators for approval.
The convention diacussed for several hours today how to finance the
strike and the policy to be pursued
in carrying it on. The eoncensus of
opinion was that the money should
be raised as quickly as possible and
Since the increase of population and traffic constantly demand
that under no circumstances should
extensions of permanent improvements, with each extension adding
the strike be called off until some
to the area..to be repaired; and better police and fire protection.
sort of a settlement is made with the
more salaries and heavier running expenses, and since the source
strike-bound companies.
and manner of revenue are limited, it requires with each succeeding
The future of the organization was
year closer economy to make both ends meet in a municipality, and
said to depend upon the stand taken
shrewder financiering to maintain public credit. There is no margin
on the propositiOn. To end the strike
to provide for mistakes and graft.
without an agreement with the comSo, a professional politician is eliminated as a possible success
panies would mean, It was said, that
by the very conditions surrounding the office, one that requires the
the organization would go to pieces.
most unlimited freedom of action within the law. The man, who
Only the broker and the leased wire
seeks ofiliee. Is under obligation to those who help him get it. This
operators, In that event, could be exdoes not mean that the man, who Is induced to accept a nomination,
pected to remain loyal.
Is under obligation to every one who votes for him. The voter Is
The proposition to amalgamate
supposed to stipport the eandiaate, who best represents his interests 4
with the Order of Railway Teleg
as a citizen. But the man, who asks for a nomination for the gratiraphers was fought by many delefication of his own desires, is bound by the ties of natural obligation
gates. The Ohicago and New York
to that faction, which takes him up. That obligation becomes a
delegates are urgarg this issue, but a
handiewp to his efficient administration of office. In his every official 4
number of those present from other
act he must consider the welfare of his political friends, as much as
cities are opposing it. The opposithe welfare of the public. The story of mismanagement, waste and
tion scored a point in the morning
plunder, that is part of the history of nearly every munIcipalit), is \,
sessjon by temporarily sidetracking
but logical and Inevitable.
the amalgamation plau.
Eliminating the professional place hunter, there are dozens of
This was carried by one vote and
business and professional men and artisans, just as capable of adwas said to forecast a defeat for th,
ministering the affairs of a city ea Becker, Jones or Johnson.
amalgamation plan.
But there are not dozens of capable men, who have the time.
Officers Elected,
There's the rub.
Milwaukee, Oct. 26.—The convenA business man, professional man or artisan. who has by econtion of Commercial Telegraphers
omy, perseverance and ability, laid the foundation of a business, pracanion adjourned sine die after the
tice os trade, cannot afford to abandon, it for four years, while he deelection of W. W. Beattie, of Washvotes his labors to the city, and then at the end of his term of office
ington, D. C., as president; H. J.
return to the thankless task of starting his business all over again.
Horn, Cincinnati, first vice-president;
. rthe sante condition exists in Paducah. There are other men.
and A. S. Ewing, St. Louie. Mo., third
besides James P. Smith, capab:e of administering city affairs; but
vice-president. Orville A. Glen 'refew such are available. He is the head of an established business.
tains his office as fourth vice-presiHe has developed it, and, it Is true, he makes a financial sacrifice by
dent. Frank T. Likes, of Chicago,
entering politics, but it was made apparent to him that the sacrifice
and C. L. P. Smith, of Salt Lake
in his case is less than in the case of men, who are building up a
City, were added to the executive
trade or business. The situation demands a business man. HA deboard.
clined once to consider the nomination, because of personal interesta.
The first official action of President
When he finally acquiesced it was with the stipulation that he ehoula
Beattie was to appoint two commitbe absolutely free in the management of city affairs, be unrestrained
tees of three each to go to New York
by considerations of party expediency, and under obligation to noto endeavor to meet with the offibody for the office.
cials of the Western Union and PosShall Paducah be administered by a business man, liable like
tal Telegraph companies with a view
other taxpayers for the cost of the .government, and interested with
to bringing about a settlement of the
other property owners in the advancement of the city, like Toledo,
strike. Another committee consistCleveland and Milwaukee, or shall the city hall be turned over to the
ing of five members was appointed
party spoilsmen. like Louisville and Memphis?
to go to St. Louis to meet officials of
the Order of Railroad Telegraphers
relative to the proposition for amalgamation with that organization.

DIXIE MILLS SALE

This Prisoner Had Set of Burglars
Tools, a Revolver and Some Nitro-Was Arrested For Stealing Horse

CITY WINS POINT He Is Coming To JOSEPH E. POTTER, PRESIDENT
IN SUIT ON BOND Old Fort Massac OF SCHOOL BOARD PLEASED
OF MR J. L. JONES
WITH CONDITION OF SCHOOL
Demurrer is Sustained to Petition Involving city in Damage Snit, Growing out of Collapse of American Express
Build i ng
4.

Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 26. (Special.),
--In the city of Paducah vs. J. L.
Jones, the court of appeals in reversing and remaading the case, holds
that it may be proven whether appellee was guilty of a Nialation of
the Sunday closing laws other than
the offense charged.
In this case as order of confession
was entered on the police court docket, a fine was assessed and Mayor
Yeiser revoked his license. Suit was
rought on his bond against Jones
and his bondsmen, Lee and Adolph
Vs'ell. The facts showed that the
liquor was sold by a clerk. and Judge
Reed held the proprietor not responsible under the circumstances. Exceptions were also taken to rulings
on evidence. The city was represented by City SoMcitor James Campbell, Jr.
City Is Relieved,
Judge Reed in circuit court this
morning sustained the demurrer filed
to the petition of the Smith Sisters
against Capt. 3, M White and the
city of Paducah, in so far as the city
of Paducah is concerned, while the
motion of the attorneys for White to
transfer the action against him to the
United States court was sustained.
The suit is for $4,000 damages
growing out of -the collapse of the
building occupied by the Smith Sisters, caused by the walls of the White
building falling on
building
the
dagith Sisters, wholes stock was destroyed, sought to hold the city of
Paducah liable, because the walls of
the White building had been weakened by fires, but had been allowed
to stand.
The decision of Judge Reed relieves
the city of any liability for the damages, and the case against White
will be tried in the federal courts.

BIG CROWDS GREET
FAIRBANKS TRAIN.
COUNCIL MUDDLE
Frankfort, Ky.. Oct. 26. (Special.)
—There was a big crowd to hear Fair
hanks at Lexington, Paris, Midway
and this city this morning and Winchester last night.
Vice President Fairbanks made
clear his position in reference to quotations from certain St. Louis and
New York papers to the effect that he
was not a candidate, actively or receptively, for the presidency. He
said that while in St. Louis he refused
positively to discuss politics, and
that any statement alleged to have
come from him In reference to national politics or the presidency was
entirely unfounded.

BERNARD TERRELL

rrr

CONTINUED RAIN.

Will Retire by Grace of Democratic
Faction After November Election
People Wonder What Was Cause of
Insult to the Veteran.

CASE GOES TO FEDERAL COURT

At a meeting of the creditors of
the Dixie Knitting Mills company
held in Judge E. W. Bagby's office
this afternoon. Attorney Cecil Reed
was elected trustee of the estate and
the bond he presented was accepted.
The trustee will at once file a petition, asking that he be permitted to
Wets Enjoin Drys,
Metropolis, Ill., Oct. 26.—(Spe-t took charge of the prisoner be reoffer at public auction the personal
Bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 26. (Special.)—Massac county officers be- fused to divulge his name, but on a
property of the concern.
"wet" council
lieve they made a fine catch in I. J. revolver, recovered from his person, cial.)—Democratic
was inscribed the name, I. J. Coyne. nominees ivecursai a temporary inCoyne,
charged
with
stealing
horse
a
NO REVISION OF TARIFF
In Johnson county. He was caught He said that was his name. If the junction to keep the fusion "dry"
prosecution falls In Johnson county, nominees off the ticket.
Will Be Attempted at Next Sesion of at Brookport and had in his possesCoyne will be tried here for carrying
sion
set
a
burglar's
full
tools,
of
and
Congress.
Foreman Wants Pay.
•
two small boxes, labeled paint, and concealed a deadly weapon. It is
W. S. Smith today flied a lien In
containing a peculiar looking sub- also believed he robbed a Metropolis
Washington, D. C., Oct. 26.— The
stance, which the authorities think is woman at Hot Springs, as he seems the county court against the MergenStittilde of house leaders with referthaler-Horton Basket company for
nitroglycerine. When John Veatch to answer the description.
ence to tariff revision was disclosed
$342, due him for wages before the
deputy sheriff of Johnson count).
by Congressman Warson, whip of the
company went into the hands of a rehouse, in an interview. The program,
ceiver April 15. Th petition recites
he said, will be "to pass the necessary
THE WEATHER.
that Smith was to receive $50 per
appropriation bills and let it go at
week for his services as foreman of
The funeral of Mr. Bernard Terrell,
that."
the plant.
of Lincoln avenue, who died at the
Illinois Central hospital of typhoid
Judy Breathitt at Glasgow.
Steve Adams Trial Called.
fever, took place this afternoon at 2
Glasgow, Ky., Oct. 26.—Judge
1.7c1 r m . Idaho, Oct. 26.—The
o'clock. The burial was at Dulaney,
James Breathitt, of Hopkinerville,
case of Steve Adams, charged with
Ky.
candidate for attorney general on the
the murder of Fred Tyler, was called
Republican ticket, spoke to a good
today, but as another case was on
crowd at the court house here in the
trial the Adams case was adjourned
interest of his candidacy and the Reuntil tomorrow. Clarence Darrow
publican state ticket. He delivered
Sheriff Ogilvie and his force of of Chicago, who is expected to take
a telling speech, and was frequently
defense, has not ardeputies are kept busy' this week Is- charge of the
compelled to stop until applause subexpected
Friday or Satrived
is
but
suing tax receipts to taxpayers, who
sided.
desire to pay their state and county urday.
taxes before the G per cent penalty
TAFT WAS IN A WRECK
"Col." Bryan's Pay Held Up.
goes on November I.
This is the
ON DAGUPAN RAILROAD.
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 26.—Col. W. J.
month under the law passed at the
Bryan and Capt. (now, governor)
last session of the legislature. The
Manila. Oct. 26.—Taft was caught
George L. Sheldon, of flit.. Third Nelaw also provides that after Novemin a railway wreck on the Dagupan
braska in the late war, must furnish
ber 15 the tax books are to be turned
last night, hut was. uninjured..
further proof of the dates of their
over to the county clerk, who will line
A fiat car jumped the track and took
service before‘the war department
issue tag warrants against.all deinwfth It the one on which the Taft
will pay. them. The order affects all
Rain tonight and poasibly Sunday. quewfs, entailing an additional cost
Cars were pilen
party was riding
'offitersi of the regiment. Privates Highest tempo ature yesterday, NO; of $1 besides the penalty
that goes up but remained upright. The trip
have been paid.
on at that time.
lowest today, 50.
was completed in an automobile.

MUST PAY TAXES

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Col. Joseph E. Pottsr, so•sidest
•..
ilt.
I
the :school board, is pleas' .1 with the!
others
:quid
condition of the :schools. Ttik
Al
ig)r iii'' at all. 1 is
lag he said: "We visited all the sss-ct ils
for ;tit
V1114 I Delft r
schools this week. whore "Parents'l
itat 100k 111/11'0."
Days" were observed, and they (solidi 'Wl,iit at, >our
polities, Ceion.
not be in better condition. I am in- Per. '
terested in the schools an.I the tea( 11-' - I alb 1 liii. rat,"
rsp
ers and the schelars, and I
colossi. vas. oterlin sit'
rs
mightily pleased to see everythiiig. I.) WI'
in the paper. Just
running so smoothly."
ti I I the facts. Don't get met into
Col. Potter's term on the schole; any cent:Atversy."
board and as president will expi:e
it.tie! .1.-. ph E. Potter
GOV. CHARLES S DENEEN.
the
with the election November 5. He l second highsot
candid:its
was elected by members of the schoull in the 1)r:110er:ult. primary.
Ile had
board. Democrats and Republicans,'no organization behind
him, ass his
to fill the 'Vacancy, caused by the following was
p. rrooas Ills a ell
resignation of Mr. Ashley Robertson. known honesty and
worth as a
until the election. As soon as he
and a man, g:ses,him, perhaps.
took his seat he was elected by the the strongest personal
following of
same non-partisan- vote meet:dent to any man in Prttliteah.
succeed Dr. Anthony List. The resig- • Colonel Potter
made his race on
nation of Mr. Robertson left a va- enforcement of the
law and was
cancy on the ticket in President Pot- beaten by the faction now
in eontrol
ter's ward, which was filled by the of the party organization.
Whether
Democratic campaign committee. Col- his insulting troatnient
by the camonel Potter was not appointed.
paign committee was the result of
"Would your interest in the school animosity engendered
Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 26. (Spela the pricial).—Mrs. C. E. Hutchinson, wife have led you to accept re-election to mary, or whether it was caused by
Of the Rev. C. E. Hutchinson, Bap- the board, If the Democratic commit- Republicans uniting with Democrats
tist minister at Howell, poured coal tee had seen fit to indorse the action in electing him
president of tha
oil on her dress and set herself on of the school board in electing you school board, is not known.
fire and burned to death. She had to a seat and the presidency?" he
been recently released from the asy- was asked.
JEAN\ErrF: af. GoLDBEIti,
"Yes." he replied. "It's a heap of
lum.
trouble, but I haie got interested in
Field Secretary of the Jestieh Chauthe schools, and I like the work."
Gambling Howie Blown Up.
tallqUa A“Clety, l'omiag.
"Were you ever asked by the comFort Wayne, Ind.. Oct. 26.--A. B. mittee to accept the nomination. or
Jackson's saloon and gambling house consulted in an, way about the
On Monday evening. October 28, at
and the Lehman clothing store, ad- place?"
p. rn, Mfas Jeannette K. Goldberg
joining. were badly damaged by the
"No. None of them ever spoke to field secretary of the Jewish Chauexplosion of a dynamite bomb which me. Some of my friends thought I tauqua society, will speak at Temple
was placed under the saloon by un- was treated pretty badly. I under- Israel on "Jewish Education
as Fosknown persons today. The shock
tered by the Jewish Chautauqua."
shattered over a hundred windows.
Miss Goldberg_as field secretary has
Whether the bomb was planted to
spoken throughout all parts of the
blow up the gambling house or fola
country, and has succeedsd in arousthe purpose of robbery is not known.
ing an .interest and desire for Jewish
.lackson is under indictment for runlearning and education, where it has
ning a gambling house.
long been dormant, and in consequence. given impetus to the estabCRASH IN UNDERGROUND
lishment of branch organizations of
RAILROAD IN LONDON.
the Jewish Chautauqua. She Is instructive and entertaining as a speakLondon, Oct. 2.6.—FIve persons
Sr and none should miss the opportun
were killed and 17 injured today by
ity of hearing her.
a crash in the underground railway,
when one train ran into another. Fog Rank clearing's for week .. $091,055
prevented seeing the train ahead. For same week last year.. 05S.1452.
33,103.
Trains were filled with suburbanites. Increase

MANIAC POURED
OIL ON HER DRESS
AND SET IT AFIRE

BANK CLEARINGS
INCREASE AGAIN
OVER LAST YEAR

SOME LITTLE FLURRIES

NOT DISCOURAGED YET.
Metropolis. Ill., Oct. 26. (Special.)
—James M. Crider, of Boaz, Ill., who
is 74 years old, undertook his fourth
matrimonial venture In
Metropolis
when he took to wife Mrs. Caroline
D. Copeland, who Is also 74 years
old.
Elza Dill and
Katie Davis, of
Graves county, Ky., were
married
here Thursday evening.

MONSTER POTATOES
•
Mr. A. S. Whitlock—who lives six
miles from Paducah on the Mayfield
road, brought to the city today . a
basket containing 11 Irish potatoes
that grew in one.hill. The combined
l'a
weight of the
potatoes
was
pounds and several showsd that they
were dug before they were fully matured. The potatoes are of the King
variety and were grown on Mr. Whitlock's farm by Mr
Bagby.
Hugh
They are the second crop grown ,on
the same ground this year and were
not planted until August 1.

Notwithstanding the panicky feeling throughout the entire country
during the week the Paducah bank
clearings again show substantial inerease over 'last year.
Bankers and business men say
that the storm that has been brewing
in the money centers of the world has
had but little if any effect on Incal
conditions, and no fears are entertained that it will the coining week.
Retail merchants have enjoyed unusually good business,' while there
seems to have been .no_decrease in
the amount of goods shipped out by
the wholesale merchants. The sale
of lots in Gregory Heights addition
was satisfactory to the promoters of
the -enterpriae and shows the confidence of the public in Paducah real
estate.

NOT GOOD POLICY

New York, Oct. 26.—The Terminal
bank of Brooklyn closed its doors today. It cleared for the Williamsburg
Trust etuteillY. There was a small
run on the Nassau Trust company.
Pittsburg. Oct. 26.—The Stock Exrhanee seas closed asain today.

A RARE COMPLIMENT
Dr. I. Ii. Hoyell has b. en Invited
by Dr. Nelson T
Of N. or
York, chairman of Clinics of Die
Isirlif'fillstri.a. Dental Society of N. w
York, to at tend the than -n-lath
%*ersary clinic on December S and
meet tug
Ii,• one. of unio'ial
nce, and ths latest 'nutlicals
emplso.cal by Own ot his,h standing in
the profession a ,I1
d''111(111 chin
Dr. Hoe. II has le en a-;keti to glee a
!Ink on any subject that in his opinion is of the gricatcot benefit-to (ho
profession at large. This is a high_
recognition to an dentist. and ig
greatly appreciated by Dr_
lie recently represented Kentucky at
the Natioeal Dental .1ssitelation at
Norfolk; Va., and gave a clinic there,

Washington, D. C., Ost. 26.—Th.,
treasury department declincei to grain
a representative on Burleson's request to place ten - millions with
southern banks to prevent_ sacrifices
of cotton. Burleson charges the department with allowing favoritism) to
Wall street, after being told the deWON DISTINCTION
reartroent's funds are reeduced to a
mere working balance, and that, ans
Senator Norton B. Anderson, of
how, his proposition to accept cotton
Mrs. W. C. Kidd, of 1500 Broad warehouse receipts as security Is not Platte City. Mo., returned home this
way, received word last night of the In accordance with the department's morning after a brief visit to his
brother, Mr. William T. Anderson. of
death of her mother, Mrs. Juliet Mc- policy.
Arcadia, and other relatives here.
Kenzie, at Oklahoma City, 's-here she
Mr. Anderson is a native Paducahan,
was living .alth her daughter. Mrs.
Would Use Airships in War.
Ruth Rowand.. Mrs. McKenzie, who
St. bouts, Mo.. Oct. 26.—BrIga the eldest son of the late Edward Anwas 72 years old, had 'been in feeble Gen. James Allen, chief officer of the derson. a prominent citizen, but has
health several years. Miss Maud Mc- signal corps of the United States lived in Missouri 11 years. lie has
Kenzie, formerly of Paducah. was army, who witnessed all of the bal- v,on success in his adopted some,
with her mother. Another daughter, loon ascensions made here this week, where he Is a leading lawyer, large
Mrs. Frank Peabody, is in Los An- was much impressed by the perform- land owner and president of the Rsgees, Cal., and, a son, Mr. Clarence ance of some of the airships yester- change bank, lie was a member of
McKenzie, lives In Gatesville, Tenn. day and declared he wonld recom- the Missouri senate for several terms,
Mrs. Kidd will not be able to attend mend in his next report to the seere- Mr. Anderson finds marked improvethe funeral., Mrs. 'McKenzie was a tary of war that several balloons of ment in Paducah between his visits
most lovable woman and had many the dirigible type be boLght or con- here., He is a nephew of the late
friends here, where she formerly structed for government- exPertmentas William F. Norton, of Louisville,
lived' She was a member of the work. "No large fighting force of formerly a Paducah hanker. and
Itinadway Methodist church. and a the future will be complete without friends of Mr. Norton he-ft noticed
a
noble christian Woman.
Its complement Of airships," he said. strikihg resemblance..

MRS JULIET McKENZIE

n

Raymond's Opinion of Gov. Hughes

"I will say a good word
for the Commonwealth"

ATTENTION MOTHERS

Whittemore's

'New York, Oct. 26.-As I sat in these. Gov. Hughes' capacity lies in
the executive chamber and witnessed the fact that he relies entirely upon
an ordinary looking man anishing his the support of the people. lie first
lamb chop and pouring out his Bee- makes up his mind as to a certain
We Have Something Good for the
out cup at tea it was difficult to un- polity and then take .the public into
Babies. Mr. Farrell, manager of the
derstand that he was Gov. Hughes lila confidence. He has 'refused alwriter's Mr. stalls, who received full settlement of Industrial PolKozy Theatre, has decided to have a
the chief executive of the first state werm to make use of the patronage
Union,
in the
says Raymond In the of his office to advanee his own theoicy No. 39277 within 414 hours after proofs of death reached home
Chicago Tribune.
ries, and has never played politics to
office. The OGNINIONWEALTH is the only conipany that pays its
The governor of New York has a advance his indi%idual ends.
Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FULL-no matter nhen
peculiar personality. He is cold. He
Utilities Hill Master Work.
FRATERNITY BUILDING
would seldom make friends by himThe public utilities bill, which is
death occurs. Read the following letter:
To the-kle eh.) haa the neet popular baby in Paducah
elf. When he talks he occasionally now closelty associated with his carTELEPHONES 535.
breaks into a smile that is most en- ter as governor, is undoubtedly the
Mr. Farrell sill give four Klee to the lucky o inners.
Paducah, Ky , Oct. 14, 1907.
gaging, but those hall laughs are greatest advance yet made in the diCOMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE CO., Louisville, Ky.
Prize No. 1.-Hanitroune solid gold locket, elianiond set
rare. lie is a serious man, and he rection of the control of corporations!
Gentlemen: I received today, through your superintendent
takes things in a serious way. He by the state, It arreurues to create a
Prize No. 2.-A ten-dollar iold piece.
likes to climb mountains, and he has commission which
G. W. Head, full settlement of claim under policy No 39277, on
will absolutely
Prize No. 3.-A five-dollar gold piece.
the thrill of the woods in all he does regulate every
public corporation
$600. Twenty West End lots at the
Prize No. 4.-Two and a half dollars in gold.
the life of Maggie Stalls, who died October 10, 19117.
In his talk Gov. Hughes is intense- and which will establish the right of
Intersection of 27th and
Norton
you
which
with
promptness
desire
thank
I
for
you
the
to
All babies under three years of age can enter this contest.
ly earnest and full of the dignity of the state to supervise the acts of
streets. Some irregular in shape;
Every ticket of admiesion, which will be only 5 cents, will entitle
aettlea this claim, as the proofs of death were not received at
his work. Yet he is less of a chief every corporation. Whether this can
some low, but a big bargain; $50
the purchaser to one vote. Votes will be counted every morning and
your office until October 12 and today I am in receipt of full setexecutive than most men in the same be done legally remains to tst seen
(11..sh. Balance $50 per years, 6 per
announced at the theater, showing the number of votes each
place. He is always the successful and yet it is certainly true that Gov
tlement.
cent_
baby has every day. Arangements have been suede with McFadden's
lawyer who has been selected for Hughes is more of a lawyer than a
Studio, whereby al babies entering this contest will be photographed
Assuring you I will say a good word for the Commonwealth
unusual work In a conspicuous place governor.
His public utilities bill
400. New Mechanicsburg house.
free of cost, and an extra large picture will be shown on the curtain
as it pays Be claims most pro tritely. Respectfully,
Taft and Hughes Not Alike.
mimed_ the scrutiny of the best lawof the Kozy Theatre every performance 6etwe7en the eels, of each
I.ot 40x160 ft to alley. Vaughn's Ad(Signed):
JRFF STALLS. no, Woodward.
There is scarcely any doubt of the yers In the New York legislature and
baby entering the contest.
dition, near big mills; $50 cash. Balfact that Gov. Hughes, of New York, Its constitutionality has not yet been
ance $6 per month. Good home buyMothers wishing to enter their babies in this grand contest
and Secretary Taft, of Ohio, are the flUtaltioned.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up'at the Age 75
ing chance and good investment RS
must first go to McFadden's and have the baby photographed, free
most natural probabilities for the
the tenant would nearly pay for the
at charge, leave name of baby and your name and address.
Write a postal card to W. D. Ashley, Superintendent of Induspresidency next year, assuming that
house for the purchaser.
NITRE.
UNION
Ve
\OTHER
You have until Saturday, Nov, 2, to enter your baby. Voting
trial Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
Mr. Roosevelt will not be a candi--i ill begin Monday, November
4th, and continue for two weeks,
exclusive
agent
and an
will be glad ut) call and explain fully the many
date. Between the two there are ab$1,000. Jackson street three room
e go to McFadden's today. Don't put it, off until YoMerrow, as It
Organized Compositors considering
features of coNIMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate yoursolutely no points of similarity. Taft
house. No. 1230; $100 cash. Balance
:ay be too late to get a good sitting.
any
way by talking it over.
self in
an Old-Age Pension Scheme.
is big and fat and essentially a good
$10 per mouth.
Remember, it costs you nothing and every baby has an equal
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Saeings Rank.
mixer. Hughes is small and spare
' anee to sin. Prize,. on d ,;, :I\ .1,
1,•\% ,•!: Store
sad one wile must be understood at
Along the line of meritorious co.n$600. Seven Mechanicsburg lots,
first hand or not at all. As a gover- eeptions and achievements of the inThurman and Hughes Addition. All
Typographical
nar he has been a remarkable suc- ternational
Union,
for $600; $50 cash. Balance $50 per
cess. He has accomplished great iltuan occupies a higher plane than thc!
year. Good way to save money.
things and has done more in the way proposition to pension superannuated i
308
was,
of actual executive work than La- members of the craft, which
$850. Jefferson street lot North
Chestnut
Follette. Cummins. Johnsen or any edopted by the recent convention of
Side. Between 13th aud 14th streets.
Louisville,
Ky,
or the other spectacular governors.. the union, and submitted for meats;
Halt cash.
The public utilities bill, which Gov. bership vote. Almshouses, infirmaries
-J. D. POWERS, Pres.; JUDGV MATT O'DOHERTV, First %lee
$1200. 23 acre farm. A part of the
Hughes pushed through the legisla- and kindred institutions may be filled
Pres.; D.A11WIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treas.; 'Ht. J. W.(lUEST,
All Kid. of Hauling. Second
old Ratcliffe farm. Good buildings.
ture by the force of his individual with humanity whose circumstances
Medical Director; GREGORY & NPHENItY, Gen'l. Outineel; J. NI.
Eight miles from Paducah. Joints the
capacity, is more nearly in tune with during life, either through prodigalQUINN, Manager of Agencies. LOUIS G. RUSSELL. Manager Inand Washington Streets.
Charles M. Leake farm.
dustrial Department.
the intentions of President Roosevelt ity or misfortune, have prevented the
titan that reformer was able to ac- saving of pennies for the proverbial
Warehouse for Storage.
$1600. 13 acre farm on Epperson
complish with congrees. The pub- "rainy day," but the International
road, 1-2 mile from Benton road.
lic utilities bill alone should be Typographical Union will have none
Both Phones 499.
enough to entitle Gov. Hughes to of these, for in addition to its Union had feasible demonstration of utility(and disabled warriors. An occasion- Nearly all clear. Half cash.
first rank in the list of risen who do Prilhaats' Home at Colorado Springs in the Colorado Springs retreat-"its al business house has bcen
noted
$650. Nearly new four room Mcthings. It is his own cteation, for it is seriously considerine the possi- bounty unpurchasable, its charity that, after a service of long duration
!retires preferred employee on a year. Kinley Ave. house. Near Franklin
was drafted in his own speeches bilities of an international pension without price."
A GILDED EXISTENCE.
In this one act there Is concentrated Ischeme that will enable it to place in .• The International Typographical ily allowance, but the practical work- school. Cash.
IsMeatesesseOwittlitiesnoliOnsellipletairellionnap%
a determination to control the cor- ledependent circumstances those of Union never does anything by halves ing out of a scheme for pensioning in
$1400. New 4-room house. North
porations to a degree not yet ex- its membership who have run life's An organization of 50,000 members l a substantial manner, tha decreeit
riat eanerdate, he comes aroun'
ride Madison street, hhtween 19th
pressed in law.
race with no financial advantage to scattered
A lookin' mighty neat.
throughout the United membership of a voluntary organizaHalf
The effect of the law was immedi- themselves, and who are, for family Slates and Canada, that can begin tion, composed of a mixture of nation and 20th. Terrell Addition,
Ills voice it seems jes' like de soun'
The commission or other reasons. unable to take ad- with a working capital of $10,0e0 and elides, politics and creeds, is neces- cash.
eiewoweiebeinembabbehesiTsweiebeileesiodli ately apparent.
Of music, it's dat sweet.
-which it created began to develop vantage of the adequate proviatons of intelligently and successfully
lie step right up an' take Yoh ban
build sarily an untried experiment. The
$1800. Clay street 5-room house.
!Liver Steam
corporate iniquities almost at once its haven of rest.
An' wears a frenly look,
and conduct an inetitution represent.,luternational Typographical Union
Northwest corner lath; 50 ft. lot;
11.9 fall It exposed the nefarious actions of
1,An' when he smiles, why, goodness Cairn
Local Typographical Unions of the leg every penny's worth of $500,a)00 ,can, it is believed, be safely relied
$600
cash. Balance easy. Fountain
Chattanooga
......
fah
2.0
New
the
traction
York
soles
combination
questioa
upon
the
to
in a comIan',
larger size have grappled with the can be relied upon to originate and
Park Addition.
Cincinnati
8.2 fall and it dislodged Belmont and his ag- nenslon proposition with more
It's like a picture book!
Or less inaugurate a plan for pensioning Its prehensive and practical manner.
Evansville
6.3
ll gregation as a political force.
success, but the Internasonal Typo- aged and infirm membership that will
$1350. New 4-room house; 40 ft.
0.4 taa
Der cheers foh him through every Flitront
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
graphical Union giving the matter be worthy of emulation for organizaConservative. Yet Forceful.
lot. Ellis street, North View Addition.
Johnsonville
1.8
fall
l'AZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
mile
Yet with all this, Gov. Hughes is consideration and standing insures a tions of like character.
Near 12th street car line; $400 gash.
Louisville
6.3
He travels day by day.
fall distinctly a conservative quantity. He widespread international character to
Many cities have pension funds in a"are any case of Itching,Blind. Bleed- Balance easy.
Mt. Carmel
2.0
stops,an'
talks a title while
lie
frailit operates along well regulated lines the movement that can have no other operation for the benefit of policemen ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
Nashville
7.0
Au' den de barall play.
He seems to be a good lawyer who effect than the dovetailing and ce- firemen, school teachers and other days or money refunded. 50c.
$500. Trimble street 40x150 ft.
Pittsburg
6.0
II
f
zsey Oa sleeted now an den.
has been entr-ueted with the work of menting of that fraternal spirit that public servants; the United States
:ot. North Side, between Ninth and
St. "Louis
8.1 fall
Dat change is what 1 Woes,
springs
spontaneously from head to government annually expends mila governor of a great state, and who
10th. Half cash. Good neighborhood.
The Rattler Does Not Warn.
Mt. Vernon
6.0
Dey's so mech beter comp'ny when
fall has accepted his duties aireply and heart among printers, acid which has lions of dollars in pensions to its aged
This is one reason for the con- Brick sidewalk. Car line.
Paducah
5.0
fall
Dey's only canerdates!
solely as they have come to him.
tinued existence of the 'rattlesnake in
Only One "BECM0 QUININE," that is
-Exchange.
It may be doubted wiacther Gov
$500. North 12th street lot, bethe midst of enemies who would exAnother fall of .4 was shown in
terminatti it, for, contrary= to the gen- tween Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash.
the stage Of the river at this point Hughes would make a good presi- Laxative Bromo quinine
on
wiry
••••
Balance easy.
Queen 20 Years Old.
i his morning. The changes in the dent. lie is too individuel, too much Ctwese Cold in Ore Doe. Cr", in Days
/7erstelossobox. 25c eral belief, the rattler rarely gives its
2
characteristic note of warning until
Madrid, Oct. 25. -Madrid kept ,stage ore noticeable now since the of a lawyer, and possibly too little
$500. Two 40 ft. lots. Trimble
actually attacked. In fact, the sharp
holiday today in celebration of the lbar has begun to peep out of the wa- of an executive. He certainly is lees
of a governor than La Follette or
vibrant ring of its terminal append- street. between 19th and 20th. Both
twentieth birthday of Queen Victoria ter,
Deneen or Cummins, knd yet be is
age Is probably designated more to for $500. Half cash.
who was born October 24, 1887. Rt.
libere was considerable activity undoubtedly
W. F. Paxton,
It. Rudy,
P Puryear,
greater than
any of
assist this very sluggish serpent to
ports from the provinees indicate that
around the wharfboat this morning
President,
$300. Eleventh street lot, between
Credrier.
Assistant Cashier.
obtain its food than to sound defiance
the anniversary was celebrated en- ;Ind
the receipts and deliveriee of
IN THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
or warning. In the flee place, ser- Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash. Balance
thustastically throughout Spain. Durfreight by the packets that were in
pents possess but the most rudiment- easy. Good lots on which to build
ing the day messages of congratulaDAYS.
was heavy._ tion were received at the palace from
ary traces of auditory apparatus and house to rent.
The Kentucky came in yeeterday Powdered Wig' Formed
the various courts of Europe and
are practically deaf, the deficiency in
au Important
$5,000. Nine acres 22nd and Ten.
from many of the Spanish munici- and is receiving freight today pre- Adjunct to a Gentleman's Apparel.
the sense of hearing being compenhic•reorst••
paratory
to
leaving 'tonight for the
sated for an extreme sensitiveness of lessee; $1500 cash. Balance $500 per
painies.
Tennessee river.
feeling which maks them aware of the year.
It is safe to say that the majority
Capital
The Joe Foeler was in this morn- of
$100,000
approach' of moving objects by the
bald' men of today would gladly
Cruisers Fight Pretender.
Surplus
$500. 50 ft. Broadway lot, southing from Evausi:ie.
50,000
vibration of the ground. Hunters
revive the old, dignified custom if
Gibraltar. Oct. 25.--hu1di liafiui
east corner 26th street. Half cash.
The American is in front the Ten- they could.
Stockholders liability
treading
cautiously
100,000
upon
a
soft carpet
But. they can do the next
the Moorish pretender, attacked Mo- teseee with a tow
of ties. She will best thing to It; that is, hold on to
of moss or leaves to avoid alarming
ceder, a Freneh garrison town, last get away Monday
$250. 50x165 it. Jackson street lot.
for a leturn trip what hair they have.
Total security to depocitors
game, will often step close to or over
11121$0,000
night. He suffered heavy losses when up the same stream,
Northeast corner 25th street; $50
rattler
without
a
Accounts
disturbing
of
it
Individuals
or
In
recases
firins
anti
where
the hair root or
solicited. We appreciate
the cruisers opened fire. Ile is still
cash. Balance $5 per month.
The J. B. Richardson left this hair bulb
ceiving warning, and
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the
while many
has not been completely delingering about the town, which he le morning for
same
Cairo with a heavy car- stroyed by parasites that infest it
snakes are seen and killed by them
courteous treatment.
now afraid to attack because of the go of freight
$2300. Harrison street. 5-room new
aboard.
it is probable that a far greater numNewbro's lierpicide will do wend,
'
cruisers.
house. Fountain Park Addition, North
The repairs to the huh of the H
ber
are
passed
unnotteed.
by
All
in the way of encouraging a It
Side. betweeh 16th street and FounW Buttorff have been made at the growth
snakes ere timid and would rather
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
of hair. Destroy the cause
tain Ave.; $500 cash. Balance asy.
dry docks and she was let down into you
run than fight, and the rattler is not
remove the effect. That is the
the watar this morning. The carinviting certain destrnction by adversuccessful mission of Herpicide, sold
$950. 4-room
Smithland Ave.
eenters are busy making repairs to
Ol'EN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
tising its whereabouts in the brush.ey leading druggists. Two sizes, ria
(Jones St.) house: 40 ft. lot, Worten
he beat and she will not be cornOuting Magazine.
and $1. Send 10e. In stamps
Addition; $200 cash. Balance easy.
a:feed for some time yet.
Third and Broadwa‘T
sample to The Herpleide Co., Detroit
The I. N. hook which was recently Mira:
Coughed
Pride
has
kept
many
a
man from
\V. 11
McPherson. Special
$700. Goebel Ave. 3-room house.
purchased from the Aberdeen Mining
bending over far enough to pick 111)
Continually
Southwest corner Worten ave.; $100
company by the Standard Tie corn
the success that lay at his feet.
cash. Balance $10 per month.
parry is being extensively repaired at
•
the dry docks. '
$650. Trimble street; 40 ft. lot.
The Royal was in from Golconda
Corner 13th. Half cash.
this morning with a large passenger
list. $625. Boyd street; 50 ft ft. lot.
Official Form:oda,
Nearly opposite Trimble St.
The Ohio from Evansvekle to Cairo
church;
$50 cash. Balance 4 years.
will continue falling during the next
elPeOne TEOTINIOXY
see oral days.
$350. Harrison street lot. North
elven te ere Mari e•
The Tennessee from Florence to
Marshall In the umbertur
Side, between 19th and 20th;
Court tit ClnrinnaU.
$25
the mouth-771;v I remain about stationcash.
"1 coughed continuary, or fall very slowly during the
ally for six monthsstrength where women ni(At need it.
next several days. -lungs very sore-had
$2500. Genuine bargains In Foun"I do not know, "writes Mrs.
The
Misissippi from below St.
-constant pain in my
tain Park house 5-room. Bath.
Those
symptoms,
that
Northyou
do not understand,
Louia to Cairo will continue falling
chest-Land was much
Martha Wilson,"that I can command
west corner Fountain Ave.
and Harare very likely due, if you are a woman, to womanly
emac iated - could
slowly during the next several days.
rison streets. Only $500 cash.
words, to tell you'how grateful I am
find no relief. After
Baldisease. Frequently female disorder is so insidious,
ance $300 per year.
two-thirds of my first
to
Cardui,
for
giving
me
back
my
'Heroism.
bottle of
that no local pain is experienced, but just a feeling of
health again.
There Is a good dual of hero ism In
$850. Monroe street; 50x165
misery, all-over, and a general nervous, irritable,
ft.
the world of the sort that gets into
PISO'S
"I was troubled with prolapse
lot. North Side, between
16th and
the
public
depression,
eye and receives medals as
that has driven many a sufferer to the
17th.
Shade
CURE
trees.
for 3 or 4 years; unable, a great deal
Fine place to build
a reward, as the giving out of sixtyhome. Half casil.
brink of desperation.
my health began to
M.
of
the
time,
to
do
my
work.
three
tokens
such
of
gold,
silver
or
improve and I soon
In such cases, Wine of Cardui- can be depended .. Sac" Au.
bronze by the Carnegie hero fund
"After taking one
grew strong and fat."
$1350. 4-room Bronson Ave.
on
house.
bring relief and renewed interest in life. Being dui, I was able to do my work." Sold bottle of Carto
commission attests. There is more
Fruit trees; 43 ft. lot.
Such sworn testimony.
everywhere
.
from miln l setnestiell
of the splendid stuff indeed than even
1 strengthening, building, female tonic, it renews the
Write kw Israsteletase Pock for Women. If eon need Adthe firmest believers in human navtce, describe symptoms,stating age and we will reply in
vital forces,invigorates the womanly organs and puts FREE BOOK cti
$1600. No. 422. South
pealed envelope. Addre
Co.,setLadiss At
Ninth street
.iviDart,.y
Dart,.
r
ture's good qualities would
quite
FOR
ms. wThs:S lncaaflaaooga
8-room 1 1-2 story
'double house:
think possible without all the gratifynear ly hall a century
$200 cash. Balance $200
per year.
tusn's Core his been reing figures at hand to prove its ex•
House rents for $15 per
lieving t n Kist
t nate
month. Good
cuo#LP an,1 to. of buth
istence. And when one reflects that
investment.
bc'sn'hw n,1 pulmonthe heroism which may be known of
ary nature.
all men is °Sly about one-thousandth
eeItre It a fair trial
$5000. Brick business
building.
and it will e•re you
part as great as the sort that never
lit oast way, between
•
1st and 2nd
will and never may be known it
atreets.
makes one feel that the world and
CURE
the times are good.-Bosten Tran• $100, Jones street; SO ft.
Mt. North
_
.
,Side, between 29th and
28th; $10
'cash. Balance $5 per mouth.
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Bargains
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Life Ins. Co.

City Transfer Co.
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For Female Ills
Strange Symptoms

Take CARDUI 0,
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The Week In Society.
OCTOBE1t

WOOINGS.

The blackberry bush Is a sad• coquette;
she
blushes--the
how
Behold
tease-Blushes wino red at the tun's kiss,
•
yet
' Trembles with vague, half-real regret
At the paesing of the breeze.
The warm south wind is the milkweed's lover;
In her turret tall and slim,
She waits for his whisper—happy
rover—
She is willing to fly the whole world
over
If only ehe goes with him.

She will enter with Mr. Province and
they will be preceded by the ribbon
bearers, little Misses Arline C,orbett
and Mary Terry Burnett. They will
wear dainty lingerie frocks of white
unrelieved by any color. There will
be no other attendants.
Following the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Boone will entertain with an
elaborate wedding reception from 9
to 11 o'clock, to which many invitations have been issued.
Mr. and Mrs. Province wilt leave
at midnight for Washington and
points east. The bride's going-away
gown is a stylish green tailoied cloth
They will be at home at 436 South
Sixth street on their return.

You are cordially inVited to Visit the Corset
Department of

L.73. Ogilvie 69 Co.
and aVail yourself of the serVices of the expert corset specialist

Miss Bessie/. Dunning
of the designing and fitting department of
the celebrated

To Locate in Richmond.
Mr. Cook Husbands left today for
Richmond, Va., to make his home.
He has accepted a permanent position
with the 0. E. Gregory Vinegar company there. Mrs. Husbands will join
hien in ten days. The departure from
Paducah of this universally popular
couple is deeply regretted. Their
circle of friends in their native ve
is unusually large. By virtue of (h ,
own personality as well as by right
of family, they have been leaders In
Announteinentm.
Mists Blanehe Hills wi:1 entertain all the social pleasures here. It .will
the Entre None club on Monday after be difficult for Paducah society to
noon at 2 o'cluels at her home on adjust itself to life without them.
North Ninth street, id compliment
to Mitre Nell Holland, a bride of the Beautiful Luncheon to Mrs. Hiker.
week and president of the club, and
Mrs. Edmund Morrow Post and
to Miss Helen lelpy. of Lawrence- Mrs. Mildred Fowler Datis gave ti
who will give special fittings during e
butg, the guest of Miss Halite Hisey. charming buffet luncheon today at 1
limited period beginning
o'clock at the home of their mother.
The Delphic club will meet in reg- airs. Joseph H. Fowler. 619 Kentucky
ular weekly session on Tuesday avenue. Mrs. Letcher Riker, of Harmorning at the Carnegie library and rodsburg, president of the Kentucky
ineseut the following deLghtful pro- Federation of Woman's clubs, was
gram:
1,t e guest of honor.
1. The Egyptian at Home. Indus-1 Invited to meet Mrs. hiker were:
trial Art—Mrs. William W. Powell:—
in e executive board of the Woman's1
2. The Pyramid Kings (IV Dynes-,Club the officers of the Delphic club l a
t)/—Mrs. Louis M. Rieke.
!Magazine club, Matinee Musical club,i
3. Egyptian Art and Architecture.tKalosophIc club, Alumni association
VIIIMMONmems.
Definition of Humane anele.y,
Its Development.
the Regent of the
t
president
of the chrb, presented'James E. English. The first prize:a served In the dining room, where the balance of r • •
Rudy,
betterment
Terms—Miss Carrie Rieke.
.nd by an
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the tered this year for "the
Mrs. Riker, and was assisted in re- handsome silver fork, was won by, guests were seated at a long table active canvass on that day among the
for
slogan
Reading of Alcephron (Letter
the
is
This
schools."
of
.kmerican Revolution, and president
while (eiving by: Mrs. Ethridge Palmer, Mrs. J. C. Flournoy. The e guest and several small ones.. The center business men. Only one dollar will
Moore.
that
of the Isadueah chapter Voited 19,07-1911 S. She said
pr•slilent;
Mrs. James prize, a pretty gold hat pin, went to piece of the long table was a pretty be asked for and it is hoped that the
Kentucky took low rank in educa- first vice
Daughters of the Confederacy.
meets on
The Kalosophic club
states. Campbell Flourmo, second vice pres- Mrs. Stegall. The house was effec- Autumn idea of a pumpkin filled entire amount will be raised without
the
or
most
below
status,
tion
blue
colors
of
federation
The state
the ident; Mrs. Edmond M. Post, third tively decorated with yellow chrysan- with fruit. Mrs . Naar. Shelby Dal- trouble. The sum is small and will
Friday morning at 10 o'clock at the
and gold were attractively empha- she stood higher than most in
Woman's club house. Thg program
her peo- vice president of the state federation; themums, and the pretty two-course lam, of Texas, and Miss Helen Ripy. tax no one, and to complete the
sized in 'the decoration of the table. rank of her educated people,
for discussion is:
English was Mrs. Mildred Davis, president of the luncheon carted out the yellow color- of Lawrenceburg, were the out-of- amount needed this way will mean a
The center-piece was a handsome can ple of culture, whose
1. Persian Wars—
spoken any- Delphic club; Mrs. Louis M. Rieke ssheme. Mrs. Dysart's guests were: town guests. .
releatee. from the entail of entertainpurest
the
be
to
said
delabdune yellow shaded. At the foer
Miss Annie May Yelser
Mrs. Walter Stegall, of Jackson.
noblesse president of the Alumni Association;
ments and other measures. The
corners of the table were vases of where. This only made the
2. The Spartan Period--Supretnacs
responsibility of Miss Anna Webb. president of the !Tenn.; Mrs. James E. English, Mrs
fountain will be an ornament to the
F:ntre Nous (lab.
sellow chrysanthemums. There were oblige greater; the
and Decline—Mrs. Vernon Blythe
Magazine club: Mrs. Hubbard S IFred Rudy, Mrs. James Campbell
The
teorganised
club
city
Nous
the
raise
Entre
and one dollar is a light sum to
to
women
club
cultured
the
blue
decorated with knots of army
3. Tbe Rise and Culmination , of
Wells, president of the Matinee Mus- Flournoy, Mrs. George B. Hart, Mrs. this week for the winter. The meet- gratify civic pride.
ribbon. The luncheon was an elab- status of education higher.
Theban Power.
ical club: Miss Ethel Morrow, acting ILuke Russell, Mrs. Clateuce Sherrill ing ,was held on FricLay morning with
Mrs. Riker made gracious referorate course affair.
4. Current Events—Miss Belle Cave
president of the Kalosophic club: Mrs. Hubbard Wells, Mrs. George KIPS Lille May Winstead, 629 WashDelphic Club,
beau-;
the
clubs,
are
her
Davis
ence to Paducah.
Both Mrs. Post and Mrs.
Miss Helen Lowry, of the state civil Exalt, Mrs. Carrie Ellis, Mrs. Thomas ington street. Miss Nell Holband
An interesting meeting of the Del,
charming
Mrs. Post tiful club house, and the
women.
club
prominent
The educational department of the
service committee; Mrs. Hobert B Leech, Mrs. W. A. Gardner.
was made president, and Miss Phil- phic club was held on Tuesday mornIs third vice-president of the state itnpreintion her women had wade at
Woman's club, Mrs. Henry Overby,
Phillips, of the state forestry comHughes was elected to member- ing at the Carnegie library. The
--4111-Bette
the
said
She
June.
presiis
last
Davis
Shelbyville
*re.
chairman, will meet on Friday after- federation and
Dr. Delia Caldwell, of the
mitee;
in
ship
the club. The meetings will leading cities of the old Memphian
Mrs.
Riker
of
Guest
reveHonor,
perfect
a
club, a member Paducah women were
lock at the Wom- dent of the Delphic
noon at three
sate pure food committee.
Mrs. Letcher Simrall Riker. of be held weekly as heretofore and the kingdom of Egypt was agreeably
luncheon was lation to the womenof the other secThe
federation.
the
of
an's club building, in regular monthIn the dining room coffee and light Harrodsburg, president of the Ken- first will be on Monday afternoon featured by Mrs. Mildred- Davis and
an Informal but pretty compliment to tious, so seldom had thee met any
ly iteion.
were served. The table tucky Federation Woman's clubs, is with Miss Blanche Hills, 320 North Mrs. Robert B. Phillips. Mrs. Idrefreshments
was
This
state.
the
of
from this end
the state president.
mund M Post gave a graphic account
—4—
what federation meant and was do- eith its white cover, artistic center- the guest this week of Mrs. James A. Ninth street.
The club is a social one and IsSee the sphinx of (Bach.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the
piece of yellow chrysanthemums and Rudy, the president of the Paducah
of
touch
each
within
all
bringing
ing,
American Revolution, will meet on Charming Afternoon Reception to other, the greater the knowledge the ferns, and yellow shaded candelabra Woman's club. Mrs. Riker arrived solisPosed of fourteen members who
Honor Visitor'.
on Thursday evening at 6 o'clock and are among the most charming of the
Friday afternoon with Mrs. .R11 G.
t`reserndo (lab.
the bond. She gave a touch- tarried out the club colors, white
Mrs. Lillard Sanders recetves this greater
Boone, 308 South Sixth street. It
The Crescendo club held its regular
visit- green and gold, very effectively. Mrs her few days' visit has been an almost young society girls. The; are: WS
girt
young
a
of
illustration
ing
will be "Quaker Day" and the papers afternoon from 4 to G o' lock at her
the George C. Wallace and Mrs. Jacob unceasing round of social honors to Henry Rudy, Miss Nell Holland, Miss bi-weekly meeting on Thursday afterhonor ing in the mountain section of
Winstead, Miss Ethel noon at 4:15 o'clock at the Woman's
will be presented by Mrs. Sallie Mor- house on South Sixth street In
Wallerstein poured the coffee and Mrs. Riker. It is her first %lett to Lillie May
mountaineer
old
state, to whom the
row, Mrs. George C. .Thompson and of Mrs. Letcher Riker. of Harrodshere, but were assisted by Mrs. Charles Miter Paducah and she has made a most firooie, Miss Mary Scott, Miss club house, 608 Kentucky avenue. A
up
you
need
we
"Yes,
said
fedburg, president of the Kentucky
Wallace pleasant miscellaneous program was
Mrs. David G. Murrell.
too. We ail need each Mrs. Frank Fisher. Mrs. George delightful impression by her agree- Blanche Hills, Miss Franees
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Alone through the goldee noon we
rove.
Swift birds in the branches dart.
There's joy untold in the maple
grove.
All the winsome wild things are In
love-Is any one else, Dear Heart?
--Alice E. Allen, in October Lippincott's.

display admirably the rounded form,
THEY
the long lines and the height of bust
suited to the season's modes.

They are the creation of the world's greatest designer, not one shape, but a variety of
shapes for slender, medium and stout figures.

October thienty=eighth

It correctly fitted, anyone can be corsetted
comfortably and correctly from our splendid
assortment.
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“For adventure to make you sit stark,
.staring awake till cock-crow, for romance to bind you fast in fetters of
deepest fascination, foT mystery to
tantalize, baffle and goad you, read

BLINDFOLDED

Children Can't
Always Remember

By Earle Ashley Walcott
The puzzle is presented at the jump,
and as it unravels, seems to grow all
the more complex. In lure of love, in
vigor of events, in mystery of
would be hard to surpass this story,
so unusual and so strange."
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DIGNITY MARKED
PAYNTER SPEECH

11EW.Vitit a 110Ati.
There is one angry negro in
Paducah. Having bought up
• 25 regietration ceienieates
from that many uegroes he sent
to the Republiean papyr, US the
stet"- goes, and asked that they
be cashed. Though he recalled
to the management the fact that
the paper had advertised to pay
that much for the name of each
and every man who had odd his
certificate and the same money
for the name of the buyer, he
got only A cold smile for his
work. Not a single cent could
be get for the whole 25 certificates and he is -out his purchase
money. He now understands
that he is not amenable to
law and that no law Will touch
the buyer of such certificates and
that the $2.5 offer ssas only a
"stiff," "a game of bluff," a
mere "bugaboo." The darker,
who sold their certificates may
lose their votes, Just as On. speculator lost his investment less
the 25 cents apiece paid him by ,
H sympathetic 'tempers( for the
let pers.—N VCS.Della)4*rat.
So far as that statement infers
that any such incident took place
in The Sun office or Republican
headquarters or elsewhere that
we have any knoaledge of, is a
barefaced lie, intended to encourage traffic in reeistration
certificates. Hut if the NewsDemocrat will publish the name
of that "sympathetic Democrat,"
who amid 25 cents apiece, we'll
prosecute him.
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tilted Statos Senator Spoke at
on the light will not be responsible
111411010CRIPTION HATIOSI
for what the light reveals.
Cuurt House Last Night
Let us be decent In this campaign.
Tin, 0411,5 nt at
..... .15 Remember, we all have to live toiyr carrier. pet week
jr matt: per m.,ntla In ilitiv WWII...
mall pet year. In atIvanc•••-•11.10 gether in Paducah after the election
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the same One.
ruse is EKE 1.1( Stir
is over.
Prejudice, Hatred
Partisan
and
While
Per year. t.y mall, p.mtaere paid $1.00
and Abuse Were Notably Absent
Address THE 81'N, Paducah. Ky.
WILL THEY STEAL IT?
From His Statement.
Phone tie
Offiew, 114 South Thtrd
The following paragraph from the
Payne Sr Young t`hlrage and New
letter of a former Kentuckian to The
York repreeentatIvea.
FOR RENT—Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Good
Sun, reflects the opinion of lots of
THE suN f&Ii be found at tke fOL0WApply to 309 Broadway. T. E.
Kentuckians on the ground.—that the I'll) NOT DENY GR.VET CHARGE.
house and out buildings.
08 obs,es:
R. fs. carn,ente a Ca.
gang at Frankfort will steal the (Se
Lydon.
Van Cully Bros.
T
eon this fall :n any event
Prilnirr H.• u se.
the writer:
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aeterized the speech throughout.
eampaigns, but without suitcess, exSenator Paynter was introduced
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by T. B. Harrison. Democratic nomiCI Ittl I, 1,TION ST ITEMENT.
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minutes' time in his introdutory
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3895 even if you win they'll steal it. reared in Lewis county, the home of
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In the international balloon races and results of the Boer. war. The
1COLLARS FROM SKIMMED MILK. lag in contact with oils, ether or
30
38" held at St. Louis and managed so -peaker did not stoop to a mention Give Her Reception of a General 001,
benzine;
('er at Eort Lesiveneortit.
ably that no incident or bitch occur: of the race question.
97,548
Germattes Discovery Will Not Explode
Total
in the preparations, the aseenIn his reference to state affairs
.'
Like Celluloid.
average for September, 1907..3,902 "d
13INIITATIONS PAY THE DEALER
suns, or the remarkable flights{ Senator Paynter gave the Democratic
Fort Leavenworth, Kan.. Oct. 26 —
Average for September, 1906...3,939
A LARGER PROFIT,
through the air, says the Globe-Dern-' administration credit for the estab- Miss Helen Gould was accorded the
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evenly balanced that the offi-Ifederate so:dier, for the appropria- American army post in the review of
collars of the celluloid variety need a substitute when you ask for an adRIDGE.
LIBERTY
so
was
who
Sun,
The
business manager of
decision had to be awaited. ItItion for the maintenance of the Ken- troops today. She appreciated the
have no fear of bodily injury when vertised article. Imitations are not
affirms that the above statement of 'la'
was decided!) not a race in which one tusky Children's Home society. He tompliment, the first of its kind e‘er
indulging in a quiet snioke after advertised because they are not permthe circulation of The Sun for the,
the rest nowhere. Each charged the Republican party with paid here to a woman. As the solsgalalith" is upon the market. "Gal- anent. For every genuine article
month of September, 1907. is true to. was first and
of the balloons made a good voyagelhypocrlay, in charging that there had diem marched by the reviewing point Same Program in Every County in alith" is mauufactured from skim- thsre are many imitations. The imknowledge
and
beEef.
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the best of
graft in the administration of the command was given "eyes right."
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First Isistriet—The District
baited only at the edge.teen
med milk, freed from water, a Ger- itator -has no reputation to sustain-PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public_ :and several
Meeting,
of the Atlantic. If the American bal-, he state's affairs, for the reason that They turned their heads and looked
man discovery which pessesees the the advertiser has. It stands to reaMy commission expires Januar y 22.'
loon that descended in Canada had 'here had been graft in the states into the smiling face of Miss Gould
characteristics of vulcanized India son that the advertised article is the
1908.
kept on It would have had the ad ;that are under Republican manage- She showed plainly that she felt the
rubber and celluloid, Is odorless and best, otherwise the public would not
vantage of the greatest reach of land. merit. In this counection he did not high compliment conveyed.
not inflammable. It 5an be menu- buy_it and the advertising 'could not
Daily Thought.
The McCracken County Teachers' factred
Wel-ito the east, and might not only have, once deny that there has been graft
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nature.
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poind. The pure article Is advertised article see that you get it.
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subjects for discussion are in line
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
the only one that stands. All the rest)Democratic party was to Pennsyl- money-back plan everywnere. Mae SO cents
ber, Marble, coral and nanny other
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)ox, of Mason county.
every county in the district Saturday.
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line
steamer
Lusltania
Mercer county
Public Education—W. A. aliddleton
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.we're far greater in 1907 than In: ' s r fed the ipplause.
at 9:30 o'clock this evening. She and George Orr,
For Treasurer— Capt Mises Far.
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,
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a fact impressing the ilea that the
.he Culleys defeated
a special the Lueltania made herself on her:ent Plan—J. W. Hughes, Leslie Alexetructioe- J S ere Abe, of S4'3 11 ,gas balloon of the best type Is morel t. am from Murray yesterday
Last run from New York. The Lug:- lender, Onie M. Hill.
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_dirigible than is supposed. It is. when -.on with ease. the score being
after:
32 Utile cleared Sandy Hook lightship
Dinner.
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For Commissioner of Agraulturit capably run, a delicately bat:strived ma - to 0. The visitors were unable to do at 5:44 p. In. Saturday Net. Heri Our Duty to the State Normals.
chine that responds at a touch to anything with the locals, who show- time of passage has been 4 days 22
--N. C. Rankin of Henry county
Path Chambers—Ada Long, Dora
Keel.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— var-vtnif currents and weights. An In- 1 e.c1 superior knowledge of the game hours and 46 minutes.
:stant's release of gas 'causes it to!from start to finish. Every play of
The Minimum Salary of Teachers
Napier Adams of Pulaski county
0 ige
:
descend. and a handful of Rand t he locals was accompanied by dash
"Mum Is the Word."
—Ruble Knott, Byron Kirkpatrick.
Legislature---elleorge
For
thrown out sends it upward. If the'snd vim, and completely took the
Chrysantheniums are now ripe; we
Beautlfling School Yards—R. L
Broom
I aeronaut knows the air currents as shaters by surprise. Twenty-two have fine ones, both in pot plants and Neison, Dora Keel Lillie Knott.
Mayor ..
.
James P snelth they overlay and overlap each otheellmints wereernade by the locals in in out bloom. Pot plants for 15c and
Arthur Y Martin and as they shift from time to time,:the first half,
City Attorney
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529 Broadway.
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George I.ehnhard alderable extent. Both the German!
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'cam, Record-Herald and St. Louis ReCity Jailer
George andrecht and French balloonists who r a- het'1
During the recent struggle in MorHis beat work saved for the
%ri electric band "Instrument has
City Tax Assessor . Harlan Griffet the most easterly points in the rate,b en received here by Manager E. W °cc° the Moors one day found in their Inst. You will want every scrap of
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A MAN IN MINNESOTA

REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD

A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replicd to the ad.
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon received a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great nuriber
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The Sun's want ads are effective-they certainly are wide reaching.
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Heating Expert
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pleased at being taken for older.
tomorrow even the mile between our
Whistler
friend,
to
his
Turning
main
Louisville, Ky. - Round
homes may be difficult to make. You
,sald, "Do you think it possible that
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
are one of our prominent members,"
he really could have gotten as dirty
Account
19th
return Oct.
We have Several good dilving horses for title at reasonatie prices and
frankly, "and I wanted.you to see more
as that in only seven years?"-EveryGrand Lodge Rks A. M.
of Mr. Irwin before bearing him In the
will guarantee them as represeetei. Call and se s them.
Magazine.
body's
pulpit. We are apt to be prejudiced
for
all
to
tickets
THE 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
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store and let us explain the New York
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tion as to what were the chief cause-s
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turning for thirty days.
Now on sale at
And yet there was something in the
pute among the opposing lawyers.
you.
Jamestown, Va.- Exposiclear, earnest gaze of the young min"I know one cause." interjected
ister, in his frank Mite and warm,
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HENRY MANIMEN, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL

COUCH

KILL

'
Dr.• King s
New Discovery

FOR etiouc

ANTAL- MI DY

S
DYSPEPSIA

Dr. H. T. Hessig

Watch the
Label

rih•vetak.n

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

SON
&
E
NANC
GUY
Undertakers and Embalmers

$2.70

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

1.00

$2.70

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

Santo!
Preparations

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

$1.00

Gilbert's Drug Store

S. II. WINSTEAD
kkrAmitiat_ .

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
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La France

1
AT THE CHURCHES
AT
t4

SHOE
FOR

WOMEN
The

4

reaso
t why

$3.
AND

the La
.50
France is
Icular wothe first choke of the
man is because no quality, style or
feature that shout,' be a part of the
ideal woman'. shoe is ever omitted
in any La France shoe.
This explains why the makers of this
best shoe for women have never ceased
their efforts to reach shoe-perfection, till
after long and
patient 'experiment
they recently solved
successfully a
probI e ra
that
has
baffled
slioemen
everywhere
—how to secure
perfect flexibility'
without the slightest loss of style, fit
or durability.
In the new La France

Flexible Welt
is embodied the most satisfying combination of shoe-qualities known to
shoemaking. It has greater ease
than the "turn" — the beautiful appearance and splendid wearing powers of the "welt." It yields to every
movement of the foot, yet never ceases
to hold the instep with a firm but
kindly grasp.
to you

Let us demonstrate

this new

Flexible Welt.

Sold

Presbyterian,
FIRST—The Rev, W. E. Cave, pas?or.
Morning subject, The Quest
tol• a
Man."
Evening subject,
"Voices From the Clouds." Sunday
,ehool at 9:30. Sunday school at
Nlizpah and Hebron ruissions at 2:30.
Meeting for maie usembers after
morning service,
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev.
4. R. Henry, pastor. Usual morning
end Evening services. Sunday school
it 9:30.
CUMBERLAND—The. Rev. Joseph
Mclueskey, pastor. Usual Sunday
(hoot service every Sunday in the
ounty court house at 10 a. in., Mr.
r. H. Province, superintendent.
i'reaching services first and third
einda!ys at 11 a, in. and 7:30 P. al -

'`alfir Peninsular Stoves
Made ia
and Range0 Detroit

• .322 -- 324*. P:WAY

---there will be music

Standard of the world; designed by
experts; possess many good features
not found in any other make. When
you buy a Peninsular you buy the
best and pay no more than inferior
grades.

at this store tonight, rendered by the Guthrie Store Orchestra.
you are cordially
invited to come in and enjoy
the music. .* • •

German.
LUTHERAN—The Rev.
f ;rohter. pastor. Morning services in
etrtean. Evening services in Engee. Subject, "The Matchless Glory
-1 the Christian Religion."
EVANGELICAL—The Rev. Wiliam Bourquin, pastor. Morning ses‘ict.s in German. Evening service in
clnglish. Rev. T. C. Gebaner. of Hen-.n,
hold both services.

-i-

FAIRBANKS NOT .% CANDIDaTE.

.assures II

St, 1,01Ii% Ite!tOrier That He
Is that of National Pelee's.
ant not a
St. Louis, Ott. 2ii.
tively, tetita,;c..I or
candidate. a,
eepiReiy. I ant not in 'Lit ji I, politics. That's all. Good tiiotting."
:o the
Su .11 was the short
point statement of Vi' President
Fairbanks when ine-r%:••w.-(1 this
morning as .to his tandldn •y for the
eresidi n!
ee nominal ion hest year.
Tbotteh pereeed To -;;11. more, Mr
1-"airbanks was mu m
I
passed
from
through the (Ry on his way

rolls of China
Jap Mattings
r ec eive d---all
patterns—from

lir
•
ture in- the parish house at 4:30 p. gladly welcomed. Lesson for study
in., to which the public is invited; The Anchor Faith, the 27th chapter
1111111
io
All Saints Day service on Friday at cf Acts.
;.11 a. m.
A Sunday school rally will be held
tonight in -the school house in ArSeventh Day Adventists.
cadia, conducted by the Rev. T. C.
Services every Saturday at 821 Gebauer, of Henderson, state Sunday
South Sixth street. Sabbath school school field worker, and the Rev. Wil2:30 p.m. Preaching at 3:30 p, in. liam Bourquin.
All are heartily invited.
The Rev. W. J. Naylor will preach
Baptist.
at Tyler at 3 o'clock and at Little's
FliteT—The Rev. Calvin ThompCouches,
Christian Science.
chapel at night.
en,
Or.
Nita:ling subject. "Hos
111:311
a.
m.
WedService.;
Sunday
Davenports,
secretary
of
Mrs.
C.
H.
Chamblia,
Affees
Christian."
the
nitig subject, "The History of a nesday, 7:3.0 p. in.; Sunday school at the Paducah district. Memphis conMattres3 es,
9:30 a. m. Hall 527 te Broadway.
fetence, Woman's Foreign Missionary
Springs and
society, has arranged a district meetNORTH TWELFTH—The Rev. .1.
Heating Stove or
Salvation Army, 130 Broadway.
ing to be held at Clinton, Ky., on
°Z. Cork, pastor.' Preaching at 7:30
Special low pi ices on
$1 Per Week
Range
Iron
Beds
At November 13. Mrs. T. B. King, of
Sunday services as follows:
seindki St 11{)01 'at 3.
Range mall payAny
Stove
or
Parlcr and Bed Room
At close prict s. It will pay you
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Graham, hall, 11 a. in., holiness meeting; 3 p. Memphis, one of the conference vicement down balance $1.00 per
• .estor. Usual morning and evenins in., song and testimony meeting; 8 presidents, will he present and preto investigate.
Suits,
week.
p. in., gospel service and chalk talk. -side at the meeting. Miss Daisy
is ices. Preaching by the pastor.
Children's meeting at 2 o'clock. Open- Davis, conference lecturer for the
air meeting on Broadway one-half young people's societies, will lecture
ROLLER
Methodist.
•ur previous to these meetings.
at Marvin college, Clinton, on the
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev. G
SKATES
evening of November 12. It is deer. Itanke pastor.
Usual morning
Missionary
Woman's
sired
that
the
Notes.
Church
ad es, rit.4 ..:% ices. Preaching le
The Children's Bible Study Circle societies of the Paducah Methodist
'le vod ,,r.
churches and those throughout the I
BROADW1Y The Rev. W. T. of the First Presbyterian church will
district have delegates elected to atCampbell
in
Pearl
Miss
with
meet
eol:ing,
morning and
the Sabbath school room promptly at tend This meeting.
vrnie,g services.
MONEY WANTED TO BRING
cabinet must, therefore, find a new opinions. The penalty he pays for
TIIIRD STREET—The Rey. P. H. 2:3-0 Sabbath 'afternoon. All the
FLEET FROM PACIFIC. line of
It's the little everyday helpfulness
eelds, pastor. Usua: morning and children are earnestly requested to
attack. To put habitual crim- airing them is simply an ineteased
inals to death, even when they have reputation for eccentricity of mind
',ening services. Preaching by the attend the services, and their mothers that makes every day heavenly.
Washington, Oct. 26.—Preeldent
not committed what we understand to He reminds us, in many respects, of
aastor. Roosevelt promises to ask congress
be capital crimes, le a proposition ceanin professors of the University of
MECHANICSBURG—The Rev. J.
to appropriate money enough to bring
that few persons could indorse. Mr. Chicago—Springfield Republican.
Cantrell, pastor.. Sunday school
the battleship fleet back from the Pa-.15. G. \V. Smith, superintendent:
Bonaparte believes in a "reform" of
!dile ocean, or else Imes the whole
e•aching 10:45 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
this dubious character. He has a
The queen of Holland diecouraget
Iquestion of its return up to congress.
Neening subject. "A Father's Last
right to; he will never have to re- gunning so far as she is able. She is
This he made clear to a caller today
eunsel." Evening subject, "Standftt account of h - penological an ardent lover of all animals.
,Referenee was made to his speechrg in Our Places." Junior League,
es.
In
which
the
president
told
the
;0 p. m. Senior League, 7 p. m.
people of the middle west of his
'heir meeting., Wednesday evening 7
plans, and in which he included the
etunouncement not only of the sending of the fleet, but of its return
Christian.
Then It was that the president made
FIRST -Tro. Rev. S. B. Moore,
it clear that
there
was money
prt
Ntorning Autijoet, "A Church
We have just received a most beautiful hand-colored aerie= of
HE Republican C)mmittee has information
enough at his disposal to send the
fee the Meees." Evening subject.
fleet around the Horn, but it would!
Paducah scenes. Nothing like these are shown elsewhere in
that a number of voters have had their
"What Need Have We for the New
be up to congress to supjey the funds
T. -I Amen? ?" Communion at 10:45.
the city. Our assortment of Paducah views now include some
registration, questioned, and advises every one
to bring them back.
Sw!day school at it: Pt. Evening
summoned,
and
as
forty five different scenes.
who has to appear in court
Our cut prices are as follows:
u(d-Iiip at 7:50,
to first notify the committee, as attorneys repBonaparte Penology,
TENTH STREET- Preaching by
Mr. Bonaparte's penological ideate
Steel Engravings 5 for
Dr. I..!ewellyn. of West Kentucky Colresenting the committee will take charge of all
bc
are instantly made the target for
!site Mayfield,
Sepias (blues and browns) 3 f3r
:
6c
such cases.
fresh criticism, but this is just the
Hand Colored Scenes, 2 for .......
administration that will tolerate
ElphicopaI.
Don't Be Denied Your Suffrage
news like the attorney general's. The
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright,
president himself has egthusiastically
THE BOOK AND
rector. Holy communion. 7:30 a. rn;
recommended the revival of the whipSunday school, Mr. Vincent Salvos,
MUSIC MAN'
ping post in a message to congress.
soper:ntendent, 9:3:1; morning prayer
At Harbour's Department Store,
Those who are trying to worry
ant sermon. 10:45; evening prayer
r.
Bonaparte into resigning f"- ee the
• :non. 7:10e Monday Bible lee-

15c to 40c
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Very Strong Line of

$1.25 up

Have You Had Your
Registration Questioned by
Any One?

irq•
Depart'no tit

200
and
just
1907
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REAVES & SONS

416
B'way

ARTISTIC POSTAL CARDS OF PADUCAH
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A GREAT SALE OF SURPRISING INTEREST THE COMING WEEK

f

retrarel

Search the city search it with a microscope, if you wish—anclilyou will find no other store with such
values as this store gives. It's the store to back its advertisements. It's the store where qualities are
high, goods are many and prices are right. Take advantage of this store's loyv‘_ prices for good merchandise. You will thus teach yourself how-to save.

The Coming Week is a Good Time to Begin
A GREAT SALE OF THE BEST
(IA)THING.
The men's and young men's $20
suits you see on sale around town
can be bought next week at Harbour's
for $15.00.
-Deis easy enough to .satisfy yourself on this point by simply making a
comparison.
The more you know
about clothing the more thoroughly
you will be convinced that the suits
we offer next week at $15 equal
those sold elsewhere at $20. Why
this Is so will be made plain to any
one who does a little thinking.

DESI

The best values in the city for $10
and $125.0 a suit.

_14 II!.

fdRf)S. &
Fine Clothe* Rinker*
Baltimore sind ftitvo YoriN

Don't be satisfied
less than

the

with

bese The

anything
genuine

Schloss-made $35.\)-0 suits are
here for $25.00.

P"
r-4 >""'"-•-•wkikais...01-

9

sold

EI.F.GA NT EXCLI'SIV E MILLI-54111Y
Decidedly clever designs have been
bought for selling the coming week
reproductions or adaptions of the
smartest Paris and New York models are on sale here. The season's
most fashionable materials and colorings in the high-class millieerf
which we now show. Our prices are
marvels of cheapness compared with
Broadway lisle-els-for equally highclass 'Materials. Come and bring
your friends.

LONG COATS fashioned on the
newest lineses4--$445, $5, $5.50, $6.
$5•75, S$.50, $9.5.0, $10, $11, $12.5.0
$14. $15, $16.50, $18, $20 and $24.
SHORT COATS well tailored, good
fitting, the season's best values, at
$6.75, $8.50, $9, $10, $11, $13.50
$15, $18, $20, $22.5.0, $25 and $3.0.
.- WOMEN'S SKIRTS, the newest
styles, the best q_uelities and perfect
workmanship in the leading colors at
$4•85e $5. $5.50, $6.75, $7.5'4. $8.50
$9, $10, $11T$12.50, $13.50 and $15

WOMEN'S SUIT DEPARTMENT—
Savings on Women's Wear.
This phenomenally successful department is now offering a practically unlimited variety of women's stylish coat suits, coats, skirts, waists
and furs, at the lowest prices ever
quoted for equally high-etass desirable garments. Each garment, each
style carefully selected.
Tailored suits in great variety at
$10, $12.5'4, $15, $16.50, $18, $20
$21.50, $22.50, $25, $27.50.

EXTRA DRESS GOODS VALUES.
Prices that are below the regular,
new weaves and new colorings and
the staple favorites are here as well
The prices are prices that will make
it to your interest to buy here. New
browns have been received for the
coming week's sale.
1.25 valves the coming week at
96e.
99c values the coming week at 69c.
65c new brown* the coming week
at 491
/
2c.

Harbout s Department Store

GREAT SILK VALUES.
$1.25 values the coming week at
wide widths, the coming week at 96c
and 98c a yard. •
$2.00 Ten Button Kid Gloves in
tans, browns, grays and white at
$1.5.0 a pair.
SERVICEABLE, FASHIONABLE
jatioES FOR EVERYBODY.
Children's school shoes at $1.25
$1.35, $1.50, $1.65, $1.75 and $2.00
Women's shoes at $1.25,- $1.35
$1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00
$3.50 and $4.00.
Men's shoes at $1.50, $2.00, $2.25
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4 and $4,75.
Boys' shoes at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75,
$2.410, $2.35, $2.5e and $2.75.
Women's Arctics, 75e,' 85C, $1.00
and $1.25.
• Women's Rubbers, 48c, 65e, 75c,
Children's IRubbers, 38c, 45c and
65c.
Bays' Rubbers, 38c, 45c and 65e.

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

